The main step in the calculation of the electrical resistivities of monovalent metals, in which the conduction electrons are almost completely degenerate, is the calculation of the relaxation time r of the electrons at the Fermi surface, which in these metals is a sphere, and is well inside the first Brillouin zone. Since the wave-length A, and hence the group velocity v, of the Fermi electrons is known, the calculation of r means also the calculation of the mean free path l = vt of these electrons. Now the finite mean free path of these electrons arises from the scattering-particularly the large-angle scattering-of these electrons in their passage through the crystal, by the thermally agitated atoms. Hence a detailed knowledge of the scattering coefficient of the crystal for the Fermi electrons, incident and scattered along different directions in the crystal, will enable us to calculate r or l.
I n t r o d u c t io n
In an electronic conductor, e.g. a metal crystal, it is only the electrons near the Fermi surface th at can make effective collisions and thus take part in conduction. Hence a detailed knowledge of the coefficient of scattering along different directions in the crystal, of the Fermi electrons, will be helpful in our understanding its
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electrical properties. In general the wave-lengths of these electrons are of the order of the interatomic distance. Now the scattering coefficient of a crystal depends both on the atom form factor, i.e. the cross-section of the atom for scattering, and on the structure factor of the crystal. For waves much shorter than the interatomic distance, or much longer, both these factors are easily evaluated, but for inter mediate wave-lengths, such as are involved in electrical conduction, the evaluation is more difficult, but has been done by earlier workers. The atom form factor for scattering of electrons of such wave-lengths has been studied theoretically by Faxen & Holtsmark (1927) , and experimentally by Ramsauer & Kollath (1932) , and others. The technique for the calculation of the structure factor of the crystal for scattering of these wave-lengths is also available, since the structure factor for 'diffuse scat tering ' of X-rays has been studied extensively, both theoretically and experimentally, and the structure factor of a crystal for the scattering of electrons--or of any other waves-is the same as for the scattering of X-rays of the same wave-length. (In the usual discussions on diffuse scattering of X-rays, however, attention is directed mainly to the neighbourhood of the Bragg spots, whereas in the scattering of the Fermi waves we shall be concerned mainly with the region between the central spot and the immediately surrounding Bragg spots.)
In good metals like the alkali or the noble metals, i.e. metals of the first group in the Periodic Table, in which the Fermi surface is well within the first Brillouin zone, and is a sphere, the calculation of the scattering coefficient for the Fermi electrons becomes much simpler, since all the Fermi electrons have the same wave-length, and this wave-length is too long to give any Bragg reflexion; in the alkali metals, which are body-centred cubic, this wave-length is 1 4 % longer, and in the noble metals, which are face-centred cubic, 11 % longer, than th at necessary to give the first Bragg reflexion in the backward direction.
Detailed calculations are given in the present paper of the structure factor of sodium crystal for scattering of wave-lengths too long to give any Bragg reflexion. Some rough estimates can be made of the atom form factor for scattering of the Fermi electrons by the atoms in the metal. These data are then utilized to calculate the relaxation time of the Fermi electrons in the metal, and thence its electrical resistivity.
In a previous paper (Krishnan & Bhatia 1944) it was shown from certain general considerations, th at in the alkali and the noble metals the mean free path of the Fermi electrons may be taken roughly to be equal to the reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient of the metal for the passage of these electrons, the attenuation being due to scattering by the thermally agitated atoms in the metals; and th at for the Fermi wave-length the scattering may be taken to be due predominantly to the local thermal fluctuations in density and the attenuation coefficient to be given practically by the Einstein-Smoluchowski formula. The detailed calculations made in the present paper for sodium crystal show th at these results are good approxima tions for this metal, and presumably for other monovalent metals too. It is needless to add that they simplify considerably the calculation of electrical resistivities.
E lectrical r e sist iv it y in relation to th e scattering
o r th e F erm i electrons As is well known the specific resistance of a good metal or alloy is given by the expression P nve2r h 1
n l ' where r is the relaxation time of the Fermi electrons, of wave-length A = and of group velocity v = h/mX, l = atoms per unit volume, and n is the number of conduction electrons per atom, and the other letters have their usual significance (see Mott & Jones 1936; Frohlich 1936) . All the quantities in (1) and (2) are known except r (or l), and the main problem in calculating the electrical resistivities of good metals or alloys is therefore one of calculating r (or l) in terms of the scattering of the Fermi electrons by the thermally agitated atoms.
Let A E (see figure 1) be the direction of the applied electric field. Consider elec trons a t the Fermi surface moving along any given direction AO, and scattered along A P , the angle of scattering being (j> . The wave-vectors k and k' (¥ 1c) of the incident and the scattered electron-waves respectively, are as marked in the figure. K is the wave-vector of the elastic wave th at produces the scattering, where iT « 2& sin|0 . Consider now the quantity A = where = is the momentum of the incident Fermi electron, and A = h&Jc is the change in its momentum due to scattering, and the subscripts E denote the components along A E of these quantities. Ak will evidently be equal to K.
Let Skk> be the fraction of the Fermi electrons moving along direction k which is scattered per unit volume of the crystal, per unit solid angle,* along direction k'. The reciprocal of the mean free path appearing in (2) will then be given by 1 7
where da)k and do)k> are elements of solid angles about the directions k and k' tively, and both the integrations extend over the whole of the solid angle. I t will be seen from (3) th at I / lmay also be regarded as 4 7 times th Sk]t>AkE/kE, the average being taken over all directions of scattering k', and all directions of incidence k of the Fermi electrons.* Even in a cubic crystal, because of its elastic anisotropy, the scattering coefficient Skk 'will be a function of k and k'. Even so, with a detailed knowledge of Skk> as a function of k and k', which as we shall show in the present paper is not difficult to obtain, the integration in (3) can be done numerically.
In the usual discussions on the electrical resistivities of these metals, it is assumed for convenience that Skk> is a function of the angle of scattering < j) between k and k', and is independent of k and k' separately. This assumption will hold when the crystal is elastically isotropic, and when further the Fermi wave-length is much longer than is necessary to give any Bragg reflexion, i.e. A > sin where d is the lattice spacing corresponding to the first Bragg reflexion. Neither of these conditions, however, is satisfied in the alkali or the noble metals, since many of them are elastically anisotropic, and A, as we have seen, is only slightly greater than 2d. Holding for the present to the assumption th at Skk> is a function of (j) alone, which we can denote by S^,we may evaluate (3) in a simple manner, since we can one of the directions k, k', say k fixed, and find the average value of S^AkE/kE over all directions of the other, namely k'. We can do this averaging in two steps. First we keep 0 , and hence S^, constant, and average AkE/kE over all azimuths of scattering; the average is just
which is independent of the direction of incidence k in the crystal. Though we do not adopt the approximation th at Skk> is a function of < f) alone, and is independent of k or k' separately, we shall have occasion to use expression (4), since even in elastically anisotropic crystals like the alkali metals there are regions in reciprocal space in which for certain directions of incidence the scattering coefficient is roughly a function of ^ alone.
D if f u se scattering as d u e to thermal agitation
The influence of the thermal agitations of the atoms in a crystal on the intensities of the Bragg reflexions and of the ' diffuse scattering ' along other directions, has been discussed among the earlier investigators by Darwin (1914) and by Debj^e (1914) . Let R be the structure factor of the crystal, defined as usual by where s is the scattering coefficient of an atom in the crystal per unit solid angle, or the atom form factor for intensity, all the three quantities R, S and referring to the given wave-length and to the same directions of incidence and of observation. In the monatomic metals th a t we are considering, s may be regarded as practically isotropic, i.e. a function of only (j> and A in the combination sin |^/A .
The major effect of the thermal spread of the atomic centres about their mean positions will be to make the atom form factor a t temperature T, namely sT, fall off more rapidly with increase of sin£0/A than the corresponding form factor s0 of the non-vibrating atom, according to the well-known expression
where £2 is the mean square of the amplitude of the thermal oscillations taken along the external bisector of the angle between the directions of incidence and of scatter ing, and is given a t room temperature, which in these metals is sufficiently high in comparison with the Debye temperature to make the thermal energy proportional to T > hy
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where vv is the Einstein vibration frequency and m the mass of the atom. The result is a rapid fall of intensity of the'Bragg reflexions particularly of higher orders, with rise of temperature. This is observed, and the fall is roughly in accordance with (5). The question naturally arises as to what happens to the energy represented by the diminution of the intensities of the Bragg reflexions consequent on increase of temperature. Obviously it should appear as diffuse scattering along other directions, and besides, if a sufficient number of higher order Bragg reflexions is included in the range 0 < 0 ^ 77, we should have for any given direction of incidence
where the integrations extend over the whole of the 477 solid angle of scattering. If the only effect of the thermal agitations may be regarded as a static swelling up or inflation of the scattering atoms, as is implied in the above treatm ent, then, in addition to the integrated value of S over all directions being equal to the difference between the integrated values of y<s0 and of vsT over these directions, as given by (6), 8 will be equal to v(sQ -sT) along every direction. Though some extensive measure ments by Jauncey and his collaborators (1935) apparently lend support to this conclusion, it is now realized, both from theoretical considerations, and from scattering experiments made with a narrow parallel pencil of incident mono chromatic X-rays, which verify the theory, th at such a detailed balancing between f(s0 -sT) and S does not occur.
Calculation of d if f u s e scattering
A detailed calculation of the directional distribution of intensity of the diffuse scattering of X-rays in crystals due to thermal agitation has been made by Faxen (1923) and by Waller (1923 Waller ( , 1925 Waller ( , 1928 , and more recently, and from a different point of view, by Raman (1941) . We may mention immediately th at in crystals in which all the normal modes of vibration are of the acoustic type, e.g. those of the alkali and the noble metals, the Faxen-Waller treatment and the treatm ent by Raman give identical results. (The criterion adopted by Raman for distinguishing between the 'acoustic', and the 'optical', normal modes of vibration of a crystal, is not, however, the same as the criterion adopted here.)
The Faxen-Waller treatment has been simplified, or made more rigorous, by Zachariasen, Born, Weigel, and Jahn,* among others. We shall use here the results as presented by Jahn (1942 a) since they are in a form directly applicable to our problem.
Consider the reciprocal lattice of a given cubic crystal and the first Brillouin zones surrounding each of the points of the reciprocal lattice, including (000). These zones will be filled by a quasi-continuous and uniform distribution of cells, each cell defining a wave-vector K associated with the elastic standing waves th at represent the normal modes of vibration of the crystal. Each A-cell will correspond to three normal modes of vibration of the crystal answering respectively to the three direc tions of vibration or displacement-and the three frequencies-associated with the particular value of K. B Figure 2 In the alkali metals, which are body-centred cubic, the first Brillouin zone sur rounding each point of the reciprocal lattice is the rhombic dodecahedron bounded by faces of the type {110}. The distance from the reciprocal point forming the centre of the dodecahedron to the faces of the dodecahedron will be l/2d110, where d110 is the grating spacing of the (110) planes in the crystal. In the noble metals, which are face-centred cubic, the first Brillouin zone is the orthotetrakaidekahedron, or the 14-hedron, bounded by {111} and {200} faces, i.e. the octahedron {111} truncated by the cubic faces {200}. In both the alkali and the noble metals these first zones can accommodate just one K-cell per atom, i.e. all the normal modes of vibration of the crystal will be of the acoustic type, and further the first zones surrounding the various reci procal lattice points will be similar and similarly oriented, and these zones will fill up the whole of the reciprocal space without overlapping. (As is well-known, both the rhombic dodecahedron and the orthotetrakaidekahedron described above are 'space-fillers'.)
Consider now a narrow pencil of monochromatic electron waves of wave-number k = \jX incident along AO (see figure 2), where 0 is the origin (000) of the reciprocal lattice, and consider the radiations scattered along A P , where and 0 is the angle between A 0 and A P or the angle of scattering as b following Laval, we may call the 'pole of diffusion'-lie in the zone associated with the reciprocal lattice point B. Let B denote the vector OB, and K the elastic wavevector from B to P. The vector Kr defined by Kr = B + K * Diffuse scattering ' of the Fermi electrons will bisect externally the angle between the direction of incidence k and the direction of observation k'(A P). The structure factor R of the crystal for the given direction of incidence and of scattering will be given, according to Jahn, by* where p is the density of the medium, Nx, N , N3 are the three frequencies and ei> e2> e3 the three unit polarization vectors, i.e. unit vectors along the directions of displacement of the atoms, associated with the particular elastic wave-vector K.
Following again Jahn, we may rewrite (7) in the form
where L, M, N are the direction cosines of B, l, m, n those of K, and A {, B {, Ci those of the polarization vectors eit i = 1, 2, 3. In the special case when the pole of diffusion P lies in the central Brillouin zone, i.e. in the zone associated with (000), the first two terms in (8) vanish, since for this zone B = 0 (and Kr = K), and we are left with the third term alone. The expression for R then reduces to R = c-2MvkT
where Vt -N fK is the phase velocity of the elastic wave.
* Except for a constant of proportionality which is left undetermined in Jahn's expression, but is easily evaluated when we regard scattering as reflexion from the appropriate thermal elastic waves in the crystal (Krishnan & Bhatia 1948), and is included in (7).
S c a t t e r in g r e g a r d e d as r e f l e x io n from a p p r o p r ia t e THERMAL ELASTIC WAVES
In a previous paper, on the scattering of light-waves, i.e. of very long waves, in homogeneous media (Krishnan & Bhatia 1948) , we showed th at the scattering coefficient S may also be regarded as equal to the maximum value of the coefficient of reflexion from the two sets of progressive elastic waves (the two progressing in opposite directions) whose wave-normals and wave-lengths satisfy the Bragg con dition for reflexion, either set consisting of three progressive waves corresponding to the three directions of displacement, the energy of each of the waves, filling the whole of the medium, being that of a Planck oscillator of the same frequency, or under the present assumptions. The expression for comes out on this basis as (Krishnan & Bhatia 1948) , " 3 , 2 --F i r ,
where o)i is the angle between K and Expression (10), deduced here for long waves, can be seen to be identical with the Faxen-Waller expression (9), except for the factor which for long waves is practically unity.
For shorter wave-lengths also, i.e. when the pole of diffusion P lies outside the central Brillouin zone, R can be calculated in terms of reflexions from the elastic waves, and the expression thus obtained is found to be identical with the corre sponding expression (7) of Faxen-Waller. We demonstrate this equivalence below.
Consider any one set of atomic reflecting planes ( ) in the crystal, which, under suitable conditions, can give rise to a Bragg reflexion, and let the spacing of these layers be dhkl. This regular layered structure may be regarded as the limiting case of a plane condensational acoustic wave with its wa ve-normal perpendicular to the planes, its wave-length equal to dhkl, and its velocity of 'propagation zero. Actually since the distribution of m atter in these layers is not sinusoidal, but is concentrated near the plane of the atomic centres, we shall have to take into account the upper partials also, corresponding to the spacings 1/2, 1/3, etc. times These shorter grating spacings may be regarded as giving rise to Bragg reflexions of the second, third and higher orders, corresponding to the reciprocal lattice points 2 3 etc., and since these reciprocal lattice points are considered separately, we shall confine ourselves here to the fundamental spacing dhkl corresponding to the point (hkl) of the reciprocal lattice.
Consider now one of the elastic waves representing a normal mode of vibration of the crystal, whose wave-vectcr is K, and consider also a regular stratification of the crystal of spacing dhkl. Because of this stratification the above wave may also be regarded as an elastic wave whose wave vector Kr is given by
We shall refer to such waves obtained by the superposition of elastic waves on the stratified layers of the scattering medium, as resultant elastic waves, as distinguished from the primary elastic waves. Whereas the wave numbers of the latter, namely K,
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are restricted in our crystals to the limits of the first Brillouin zone, the wave numbers Kr of the resultant elastic waves may have very large values, « n/dhkl. The frequency of the resultant elastic wave, the displacement of the atoms under it, and the energy per unit volume associated with it, will all be the same as for the primary elastic wave producing it, but the velocity of the resultant wave will naturally be smaller than th a t of the primary wave in the ratio
When the primary wave is a long one, such th a t K<^Kr the velocity of the resultant wave can become quite small.
These resultant waves can reflect the incident X-rays in the same manner as the primary elastic waves, and thus account for scattering along directions corresponding to positions of P outside the central Brillouin zone, i.e. along directions for which there can be no direct reflexion from any of the primary waves.
It will be seen from relation (10) that when the total energy in the medium associated with the elastic wave remains fixed, namely a t kT, the intensity of reflexion from the elastic wave, which determines the scattering along the direction concerned, is inversely proportional to the square of its velocity, and hence the intensity of reflexion from the resultant wave, because of its low velocity, will be larger than th a t of the reflexion from the primary wave by a factor which, as K becomes small, or as P approaches the reciprocal point corresponding to the Bragg reflexion from the particular set of reflecting planes considered, will become very large.
The intensity of scattering along these directions will also be conditioned by the following.
(1) Ju st as in reflexion by a primary elastic wave, i.e. when P lies in the central Brillouin zone, it is the components of the three displacements along the wavenormal K of the reflecting elastic wave th at determine the intensity of scattering, so also in the case of reflexion by the secondary elastic wave referred to above, i.e. when P lies outside the central Brillouin zone, it is the components of the displace ments along Kr th at determine the intensity, but the absolute directions of these displacements in the crystal will be determined by the direction of propagation (Imn) of the primary wave alone, according to relation (12) to be given in the next section.
(2) For the short wave-lengths A th at we are considering now, the temperature factor e~2M will deviate considerably from unity, and will have to be retained.
These considerations obviously lead to an expression for R identical with expres sion (7) given above, of Faxen & Waller.
For these short waves we should remember th at the atom form factor s0 will vary markedly with < j) unlike for long waves.
R em a r k s o n t h e c a l c u l a t io n o f r fo r som e s p e c ia l d ir e c t io n s OF ELECTRON WAVES
Consider the locus of the pole of diffusion P in reciprocal space when the direction of incidence is kept fixed and the direction of scattering is varied over the whole of the 471 solid angle. The locus will evidently be a sphere passing through the origin, of diameter 2k, the diameter through the origin being along the direction o cidence. Following the usual practice we shall call this the 'sphere of propagation'. Since equal areas on the sphere correspond to equal solid angles of scattering, the calculation of 1 jl for the given direction of incidence is equivalent to integrating dA, where dA is an element of area on the surface of the sphere of propagation, over the whole of the sphere.
We saw in § 2 that when Si s a function of (j) alone, the average v over all azimuths of scattering corresponding to a given angle of scattering , is just equal to $^(1 -cos<^). Even when the crystal is cubic like ours, Skk> is not a function of ^ alone. If, however, the incidence is along [100], [110] or [111] , which are axes of tetragonal, digonal and trigonal symmetry respectively, and we con sider all the crystallographically equivalent directions < f> , di corresponding to the s angle of scattering < }) and to equivalent azimuthal angles then = will be the same for all these directions of scattering, and the average value of A over these directions will again be (1 -cos^). Hence for the above special directions of incidence in a cubic crystal, the expression for 1 / may be written in the form 1
In other words the weightage factor that takes into account the relatively large contribution to l / lf rom large angle scattering, is equal to (1 -cos<f>), and hence same as when Skk> is a function of (j) alone.
S p h e r e of p r o pa g a t io n w h o l l y in s id e t h e f ir s t B r il l o u in zone
Before proceeding to calculate l / lf or the alkali and th respective Fermi wave-lengths, for which the sphere of propagation extends into the second Brillouin zone also, it will be useful to calculate its value for the special case when A is large, i.e. when the sphere of propagation is well within the first Brillouin zone. This case is simple since then for every point P on the sphere the velocity of propagation, and the directions of the displacements, are independent of the wave-number K of the elastic wave, though of course they will vary with the direction of K; and Vi; and A {,B{, occurring in (9), can then be of the static elastic constants cn , c12 and c44 of the cubic crystal, by the relations fen l 2 + c44(m2 + n2) -pV?) A { + (c12 + c44) (lmBi + ft/C*) = 0,
{cn n2 + cii{l2 + m2)-pV i2}Ci +(c12 + c4i4)(ln A i + m nBi) = 0.
In view of these relations, expression (9) reduces, as Jahn has shown, to
R = e -2 M v k T _______________ c 44 + 2 c 44 e(Z2m 2 + 2f t 2 + f t 2?2 ) + 3 e H 2m 2n 2________________
C11C44 + C44(C11 + C\ z ) €(l 2m 2 + f t l 2f t 2 + f t 2/ 2) + ( c n + 2 c 12 + c 44) 6 2/ 2W 2f t 2
where e is the elastic anisotropy of the crystal, given by e = Cn -c12 -2 c44.
Moreover in this region e~2M is practically unity, and practically independent of 0, and equal to where cr is the cross-section of the atom for total scattering in all directions, and is given by . 
When the crystal is elastically isotropic, i.e. when = 0, becomes independent of Im n,and equal to l/cn . In th a t case expression (17) holds whatever may be the direction of incidence, and the factor (1 -cos^) appearing in (17) intended to give the proper weightage for scattering a t large angles, over scattering a t small angles, becomes quite ineffective ultimately, and the expression for 1 / merely reduces to
where ju, is the total scattering in all directions, per unit volume of the crystal, or the attenuation coefficient of the crystal for the passage of electron waves along the direction considered, the attenuation being due to scattering, and the coefficient /jl being defined by
where Id is the intensity after traversing a distance d in the crystal. If further c44 = 0, cn becomes equal to c12 and to 1 //?, where /? is the compressibility of the crystal, and the expression for the attenuation coefficient due to scattering then reduces to the Einstein-Smoluchowski value for a liquid (Krishnan & Bhatia 1948 ), namely as it should.
Coming back to the elastically anisotropic cubic crystal, and considering first incidence of long electron waves along [100], we may express Flmn defined by (13) and (14) Changing the variable in (21) by putting / = 1 -cos0 we obtain direction of incidence (°°°)| Obviously f k represents the perpendicular distance from (000) of the plane perpen dicular to the direction of incidence which by its intersection of the sphere of propagation defines < j > (see figure 3) .
The integration in (23) can be done numerically, since we can calculate readily the values of Y corresponding to different values of / in the range 0 ^/^ 2.
The elastic constants of sodium crystal have been determined by Quimby & Siegel (1938) I t will be seen from the expression for B' th a t it becomes zero when sin2 = -b'/c', or when / = 0-62. Since B ' appears as a multiplying factor in the denominator of both the terms in expression (22) for Y, it appears at first sight th at Y may become infinite a t / = 0*62. But actually on making B ' small, and expanding the two terms and taking them together and then making B' tend to zero, the Y vs f curve is found to decrease smoothly a t this point.
B ' becomes again zero a t = n ,i .e. at / = 2; but it can be readil the terms in (22) are separately finite at this point since B ' occurs in the combination B\B', and B jB ' remains finite at < j > = Using the values given in table 1, and Simpson's rule for numerical integration, we obtain J = 2nx 1*52/cn , and hence for incidence of long electron waves along [100]
as against 1 jl = p2JcT(rlcll for the elastically isotropic crystal (see (18)). The calculation of lft for other directions of incidence in the crystal, even [110] or [111], becomes laborious. But one can see in a general way th at for long waves 1// will be roughly of this magnitude for all directions of incidence.
We may also note here th at because of the 1 -cos^ factor, the bulk of the con tribution to l/l comes from large angle scatterings, the small angle ones contributing very little to it.
' Diffuse scattering ' of the Fermi electrons
V a r ia t io n o f R w it h t h e w a v e -len g t h A
In the region of reciprocal space close to (000), corresponding to A> sin \<f, the velocities Vi and the directions of displacements et-defined by A {, B t, Ct, and hence also R, will be independent of the magnitude of the elastic wave-vector K (but will of course depend on the direction of K). This will not be true, however, when the pole of diffusion P approaches the boundary of the Brillouin zone. One has a rough idea how at least the velocity varies as one approaches the boundary, which may be taken to indicate in a general way the variation of the displacements also. Calcula tions have been made by Kellerman (1940) of the phase velocities Vt of the elastic waves in rock salt crystal. Though the velocities decrease as one approaches the boundary, the total drop, even for the [111] direction, for which it is a maximum, is only 25 %, and much of this drop is confined to the close neighbourhood of the boundary. Calculations have also been made for crystals of tungsten (Fine 1939) , and of KC1 (Blackman 1937 where V is the phase-velocity, and G the group-velocit a rough estimate of the change in the phase-velocity as we approach the boundary of the zone. These estimates also show th at the total drop in the phase-velocity as we approach the boundary is a fraction, of the order of 1 /4, most of the change again occurring in the neighbourhood of the boundary. (The group-velocity G will of course diminish much more rapidly than V in this region, and tend to zero at the boundary of the zone.) The result will be an excess of scattering in the close neighbourhood of the boundary of the Brillouin zone, which, however, being highly localized, will contribute little to the total scattering taken over all directions. When we move outside the first Brillouin zone, the value of which is now determined by Kr, will naturally vary not only with the direction of Kr but also with its magnitude, as can be seen from (7). In order to get an idea of the variation of R * In the special case when the medium is non-crystalline and P(K) = 3 x 4nK2, we obtain p(N) dN = 3 x 4 t These values of K r correspond to the upper limit of the first Brillouin zone. For values of K r greater or smaller than this limiting value, but not dose to it, R can be calculated on the basis of formula (8), and the values entered in the tables are those calculated on the basis. When K r is close to this limiting value, the value of R given by (8) will be too low, as we mentioned earlier in this section.
} These values of K r correspond to backward scattering (< f> = n) of electrons having the Fermi wave-length.
in this region, we have calculated for sodium the variation of R with sin |^/A for two directions of Kr, namely [100] and [110] . The special advantage of these direc tions is th at for all positions of P on these lines can be obtained in a unique way, and the directions of B, K and K,. are identical (neglecting the sense of the direction) so th a t R will continue to be a function of sin^/A , as in the central region.
The values of Rf or different positions of P along [100] and [110] for sodium cr and along [100] and [111] for copper crystal, are entered in tables 2 to 5. The distances from the origin are expressed in terms of 1 /dlw for sodium, and in terms of 1 for copper, i.e. in terms of the distance in reciprocal space of the first Bragg spot from (0 00).
9. T h e atom fo rm fa c to r s a n d it s v a r ia t io n w it h (p We have seen th at for the Fermi wave-length the sphere of propagation extends much beyond the first Brillouin zone, and th at for the regions on the sphere remote from (000) R may vary rapidly. Though this will be the major factor affecting two other factors also affect it considerably.
(1) The factor e~2M, which in the region near (000) is practically unity be appreciably less, and will diminish with increase of (j> . For sodium crystal a t room temperature (300° K), and for its Fermi wave-length A -2*28d110 = 6-93 A (3-12 eV), = e-°-278ln2d
ecreases by about 24 % as we pass from the forward to the backward direction.*
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< t> (2) The atom form factors, which in the region near (000) is practically independent of < }) will not be so now. Knowing, however, the Fermi wave-length A, and the electronic distribution in the atoms of these metals, it is possible theoretically to calculate the variation of s with < j> . The calculation is rather laborious. But we can get the data concerning the variation of s with 0 required for our present purpose from the extensive measurements made by Ramsauer & Kollath (1932) on the scattering coefficients S^ of rare gases for different angles of scatte different wave-lengths A. The scattering medium in their experiments being gaseous, these data give directly the atom form factors s^, since -S^/v. The data for neon gas for 3-12 eV, i.e. for electrons having the same wave-length as the Fermi electrons in sodium metal, are given in table 6. * The value 2 M = 0-27 sin2 £0/A2 given here is on the basis of the Debye tempera sodium being 150°K.
It will be seen from table 6 that s^is practically ind (J) = 75°, after which it drops down, reaching about half the value at about < p = 125°, and remains afterwards practically constant at this value. The general variation of with (j) observed here holds not only for 3-12 eV, but also for electrons having energies in the neighbourhood of this value, and for other rare gases too. We may, therefore, take this result to be applicable to the scattering atoms in the alkali metals also, and as a rough approximation take to be constant and equal to sx over the whole of the range 0^0^ f>0, and again constant and equ remaining angles of scattering < / > 0<<f>^n, where is about 100°.
Calculatio n of t f o e t h e F er m i e l e c t r o n s i n s o d iu m c r y st a l
We now proceed to calculate 1/Z for one typical crystal, namely sodium, and for its Fermi wave-length of 6*93 A, when the direction of incidence is along [110], i.e. to evaluate the integral l*2n Skk.
( 1 -cos 0 ) sin (j) d< j> dd J0=o over the whole of the corresponding sphere of propagation.
value 1 /Z will be a maximum for this direction of incidence in the alkali metals. For the purpose of the integration we split the surface of the sphere into two parts, namely th at included in the central zone, and th at outside respectively. The critical angle of scattering < j> 0 defining the transition from the former to the latter region is about 98°, corre sponding to (see §7) / 0 = 1 -cos 98° = 1 1 4 , and in view of the remarks made at the end of the previous section we may to a first approximation take to be constant and equal to sx over the whole of the former part, 98°, and again constant and equal to s2 = s j 2 over the latter part 98° < 0 < the average v whole of the sphere being given by
Let us denote by (1 /Z)x the contribution to 1 /Z from the part of the sphere included in the first Brillouin zone, corresponding to 0^0 9 8°, and by (1/Z)2 the contribution from the part of the sphere th at lies outside the first zone and corresponding to 98° <<f>^ 1r. The calculation of (1/Z)X is done immediately. Since (1/Z)X is the contribution to 1 /Z from forward angles of scattering and is a small part of 1 /Z, we may in view of (23) take it to be just (f0/2k)2 times the value of 1/Z for the complete sphere of propagation, the whole of the sphere being taken for this purpose to be well within the first Brillouin Z&ne' °r (1/Z)X = ^T . 47T 5x(0*76/cxx) (1-14&/2&)2
The contribution to 1 /Z from the part of the sphere outside the central zone, which we have denoted by (1/Z)2, and which is the major contribution to 1/Z, is calculated in the following manner, remembering th at in this region also may be taken to be independent of < f> , but equal to s2. The major factor th at determines variation of S in this region will be the variation of R, which will be particularly marked in the regions of the sphere facing the reciprocal point (110). Jah n (19426) has discussed in the case of X-rays the variation of R for scattering b positions of P in the neighbourhood of the reciprocal point (110), and has investi gated in particular the shape of the ' isodiffusion ' surfaces, i.e. the loci of P corre sponding to different constant values of the coefficient
The portions 01 these isodiffusion surfaces in the neighbourhood of the line [110] and the reciprocal point (110), aye found to be portions of highly oblate ellipsoids, with their short axis along [110] , and hence the intersections of these surfaces with the sphere of propagation will be practically planes perpendicular to the above line and perpendicular to the plane of the paper in figure 4. In order to give an idea how flat these surfaces are, we give in table 7 for a few of the isodiffusion ellipsoids surrounding (110), the ipagnitudes of the semi-axes along the three principal directions of the ellipsoid, which are also the directions of displacement I along [110] ; II along [110]; and II I along [001] . The semi-axes are all expressed in terms of the Fermi wave-number k = l/(2*28d110) as unit. (The shortest distance from (110) to the surface of the sphere of propagation is 0-28&.) The calculation of the axes is based on the data for the elastic constants of sodium crystal given in § 7. It will be seen th at the II and II I semi-axes are much longer than I, especially as we move out some distance from (110) and as the area of intersection of these isodiffusion surfaces with the sphere of propagation expands; and hence we may take these intersections practically as planes perpendicular to [110] .
This feature of the isodiffusion surfaces makes the computation of the structure factor Rf, and of the scattering coefficient for the portions of the sphere of pro pagation outside the central Brillouin zone, and facing (110), and the numerical integration of <S^(1 -cos^) over this region of the surface of the sphere, easy; since for the purpose of this integration we may divide the surface of the sphere in the neighbourhood of B into zones of equal area, by equally spaced planes perpendicular to [110] . In other words S in this region is determined wholly by the distance/£ from (000) measured along [110] , where / = 1 -cos^, 98°O n this basis expression (7) for R, for the part of the sphere outside the central zone at a distance f kf rom (000) measured along [110] will be given by
where Vt is the velocity of the longitudinal elastic wave of wave-number K travelling along [110] , and is given by (see (12))
which for sodium crystal becomes cn /0-60. Hence we obtain and R = e~2MvkT(0'60/c11)f2j(2
The integral can be evaluated numerically, and is found to be equal to about 12*0, whence we obtain (1 /l)2 = 2-3v2kTorlclv
From (28) and (33) we obtain
Though the above method of calculating (1 by taking the intersections of the sphere of propagation by the isodiffusion surfaces to he planes is a good approximation, it can be readily seen that it is on the side of an over-estimate, since R will fall off slightly more rapidly as we move away from (110) than is implied in the above approximation. Hence we may express Ijl for the Fermi electrons in sodium crystal in the form
where for incidence along [110] , O is slightly less than 2-6, which as we mentioned is the highest value of O f or any direction of incidence of the Fermi electrons.
I n c id e n c e of F e r m i e l e c t r o n s a l o n g [1 0 0 ]
The calculation of O for other directions of incidence of the Fermi electrons is more laborious, but we can see in a general way th at in a body-centred cubic crystal, just asO is a maximum for incidence along [110] , it is a minimum for incidence along [100] . For the latter direction of incidence the portion of the sphere of propagation th a t is included in the first Brillouin zone varies with the azimuthal plane of scattering, and for (001) and similar azimuthal planes corresponds to 0 0-66. Now the structure factor R does not reach a high value in any part of the sphere of propaga tion, as it does when the incidence is along [110] , the highest values of Rcn / now reached being only 2*7 (see table 2), for the backward direction of scattering, i.e. for / = 2, and falling down to unity as we move back to the boundary of the Brillouin zone. The above value of R would correspond to $max. = e~0'27 * 2*7
. _ v2kT <r = 1*3-------.
Cn 4tt
Hence for this direction of incidence <D should lie between T 3 and 0-76, and a rough estimate shows it is about 1*1.
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T h e a v e r a g e v a l u e of l/l t a k e n o v e r a ll d ir e c t io n s o f in c id e n c e
Having fixed the approximate upper and lower limits for O, namely 2-6 and 11, for incidence of the Fermi electrons along [110] and [100] respectively, it now remains to determine the average value of C > taken over all directions of incidence of these electrons. The high value of O = 2-6 for incidence along [110] is due to the close proximity of the extreme outer regions of the sphere of propagation to the reciprocal lattice point (110); indeed of the total value of 2* 6 for <D for this direction of incidence, about T 7 is contributed by the small region 1-75 </*$ 2, the rest of the sphere, namely 0^/^T 75, contributing about 0-9 only. Hence as the direction of incidence is varied even slightly away from [110], 0 will drop down considerably, and hence one can reasonably take the average value of < J> to be very close to its minimum value of 1*1, and take the mean value of l/l or 1/vr required in calculating the specific resist ance of sodium to be given by --
where C > is about 1-2 or T 3. Till now we have expressed 1 / lf or sodium in terms of i We may also, for convenience, express it in terms of its compressibility (3, which in a cubic crystal is given by ^ = + ^ j and which in sodium is equal to 3/(2-54cn ) = T 18/cu . The mean free path l/l can then be expressed in the form -
where T is a numerical factor, which in sodium crystal will be seen to be close to unity. With T* = 1, one can easily recognize the right-hand side of equation (36) to be just the Einstein-Smoluchowski expression for the attenuation coefficient of a liquid medium for long waves (see Einstein (1910) ). Now in a liquid, the local inhomogeneities produced by thermal agitation, which ultimately account for the scattering, is represented almost wholly by the local fluctuations in density. In a crystalline medium, however, the local inhomogeneities which produce scattering will naturally be more complicated, and will involve, besides the compressibility / 3, the other elastic constants too. A sodium crystal, and for small values of sin ^/A , the structure factor is considerably less than the Einstein value, almost half of it when K is along [110] . On the other hand, when the pole of diffusion P moves out of the first Brillouin zone, R as we have seen rises above the Einstein value, and for certain directions of incidence, and in the neighbourhood of the backward direction, becomes several times the Einstein value. But since these high values are highly localized their contribution to 1 / is not so large. Indeed the average value of l/l for the Fermi electrons, taken over all directions of incidence and of scattering, as we have seen, is roughly just the Einstein value, as though we might regard the mean free path l of the Fermi electrons in sodium to be just the reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient due to scattering, and the scattering to be determined almost wholly by the local thermal fluctuations in density. This simple approximation is a result of the rough balancing of the different varying factors th at determine the mean free path, R^and 1 -cos (j> increa as we pass from the forward to the backward directions of scattering.
Had A been considerably shorter, i.e. had the Fermi surface been much closer to the boundary of the Brillouin zone, owing to the rapid increase of R as one approaches the boundary, and the consequent increase of the scattering coefficient S, the free path and the relaxation time would be much shorter. The result would be a corre spondingly enhanced specific resistance.
In the usual treatm ent of the electrical resistivities of metals (see Mott & Jones 1936) for convenience in calculation, the medium is regarded as elastically isotropic, and the longitudinal thermal elastic waves alone as contributing to the scattering, which is equivalent to regarding the scattering as produced by the fluctuations in density due to thermal agitation. The detailed calculations made in the present paper show th at in sodium metal, this is a good approximation, and it is presumably so in other monovalent metals too. Now the Fermi wave-length A, as we have seen, is not much longer than necessary to give the first Bragg reflexion in the backward direction, i.e. not much longer than 2d. Even so, it was shown in an earlier paper (Krishnan & Bhatia 1944 ) from certain general considerations, that it should be regarded as long enough for the Einstein formula-which is derived explicitly on the basis of A's being very long in comparison with the interatomic distance-to be applicable. The present calculations show th at the intensity of scattering, particularly along the backward direction will deviate considerably from the Einstein value, but the total scattering in all directions, i.e. the attenuation coefficient, remains roughly a t this value.
F e r m i su r f a c e close to t h e b o u n d a r y o f t h e B r il l o u in zo ne
We have already emphasized th a t if the electronic wave-length were to be reduced considerably below the Fermi value, the total scattering, and hence the specific resistance, would increase very rapidly. This would be attributed in the usual theory of electrical conduction in metals to the approach of the Fermi surface to the boundary of the Brillouin zone, and the consequent enhanced influence of the ionic lattice on the freedom of movement of the electrons. The effect would be regarded as equivalent to either an increase in the effective mass of the electron near the boundary of the zone, or a decrease in the effective number of conduction electrons, whereas from the point of view adopted in the present paper the effect is an enhanced scattering and a corresponding reduction in the mean free path of the Fermi elec trons. All the three alternatives are of course equivalent, and correspond to an enhanced specific resistance. But the viewpoint adopted here, which regards the enhancement of the resistance when the Fermi surface approaches any of the reciprocal points as due to enhanced scattering of the Fermi electrons, has certain advantages, especially in dealing with the electrical resistivities of liquid metals (Krishnan & Bhatia 1945) . We postpone detailed consideration of this aspect to a separate paper.
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